
JewelleryValuers Company Ltd. ®
JEWELLERY VALUATION for INSURANCE PURPOSES
Client: Retail agent:

Modern Emerald & Diamond 3-Stone
TOTAL WEIGHT, Gms: 5.32 Hand made REF.:

ALLOY: 18ct Gold Unknown CLIENT REF:

STAMPED: "750" Rub-over set DATE:

QUALITY/ STANDARD: Very good Yes
CONDITION IS: Very good Rounded Size M½ 2.50 Raised

Examined in the setting. Quality size & weight estimated: WEIGHT: 1.60 cts
QUANTITY: 1x SHAPE: Emerald cut
APPROX. MM 10.5x 7.0x 3.2 COLOUR: Green - Dark tone - Strong saturation
MAKE: CLARITY: Moderately included
COMMENT:

Examined in the setting. Quality size & weight estimated: WEIGHT: 0.64 cts (Total)
QUANTITY: 2x SHAPE: Baguette

COMMENT:

US$ per oz. :    Gold $1,895.00 Platinum $1,060.00 Palladium $2,485.00  Exch. :NZ$  / US $ $0.65 GST 15%

J2200286

Gemmologist; GAA Advanced Diamond
Grading Cert, MJVSNZ.

Jacob Francey F.G.A

REPLACEMENT VALUE $22,000.00

.

Replacement Value is for INSURANCE PURPOSES. The value stated is a recommended value for itemising on your insurance policy. It is an OPINION only, to ensure you have adequate cover in the event of a loss. It
does not necessarily equate to replicating the item described and does not give any obligation to any insurer to pay out to this value in event of a loss. Some insurance policies will only cover you for 'indemnity'
which may be less than the replacement value stated on this document. Check your policy document or with your broker/ insurer. The value stated is in NZ dollars and is subject to fluctuations with US$ & metal
prices. You should periodically check that these current rates are within a reasonable range to that stated in this document, it can be updated on special conditions by contacting writer. This valuation is
INDEPENDENT, the valuer declares no pecuniary interest in the piece described. There are no uniform selling prices for jewellery and unless stated, this value does not represent any previous or present retail
price. This valuation is intended for the exclusive use of client named above and MUST NOT TO BE USED for price comparison. The valuer accepts no responsibility if this document is used for any other purpose.
Jewellery Valuers Co. Ltd. accept no responsibility for any commercial transaction or third party relying on this document. E&O E.

Jewellery Valuers Society of NZ

Emerald cut emerald secured in a semi rub-over rectangular setting at centre, either side is a baguette cut diamond secured in a
rectangular rub-over setting, settings are white gold and open-backed with pierced sides, band is yellow gold, rounded and parallel
with raised shoulders.

EMERALD

Very Good

DIAMOND

5.0x 3.4
Very Good

MAKER/DESIGNER:

SETTING STYLE:

STONES SECURE?

SHANK/ mm /SHOULDERS:

RING….
MANUFACTURE:
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APPROX. MM COLOUR: F
MAKE: CLARITY: Vs
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